
Design (Colour, Pattern, Motif, Series)

Colour Black

LED Colour White

Light Colour Daylight (approx. 6000K)

Product Division Mobile Phone

Shade of colour Black

Energy

Battery Type AA Mignon

Number of Batteries 2

Power Supply Battery

Size & Weight

Depth 3 cm

Height 8 cm

Weight 115 g

Width 6,5 cm

Physical Properties

Light color / color temperature Daylight - 6000 K

Model Smartphone

Number of LEDs 49

Hama "49 BD" LED Lights for Smartphone, Photo and Video Cameras
Luminaires | LED Light

For influencers, bloggers and trend-setters: want to shine on social media with your photos and videos? Our LED light delivers the
perfect lighting for professional shots with a smartphone or a camera. LED spotlight on - and get snapping!
LED Lights
- Ultra-lightweight, stylish surface lights with 49 high-end LEDs for shadow-free image lighting during video and photo shots on a
smartphone or camera, as well as close-up and macro-photography
- Optimised illumination ensures even, shadow-free pictures
- For digital video and photo cameras with a standard flash shoe
- Attachment to the camera's standard flash show and to a tripod using the integrated 1/4" thread
- With dimmer control
- With integrated 1/4" (6.4 mm) connecting thread for external light positioning on a tripod
- Perfect light source for bloggers and vloggers, ideal for life on the move
- Straightforward operation, no complicated studio equipment required
- For sharp, clear and detail-rich shots
- Great photos even in unfavourable lighting
- No charging required, works with two AA batteries
- Multiple LED lights can also be connected together
Smartphone Holder:
- Screw-connected universal holder for devices without tripod socket
- For attaching all smartphones to tripods with a 1/4" tripod connection
- Extremely flexible, for a smartphone width from 4.8 - 9.5 cm (landscape format)
- Cold shoe for attaching LED lights and microphones, for example
- Folds to a compact size
- Only in combination with tripods or telescopic rods featuring a 1/4" connection thread, Arca Swiss
- Clamp spring holder and recess on the surface ensure a firm grip, while rubber protects the housing from scratches
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